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Where are you from?

1.00 pm Joining and introductions
1.15 pm Provocations (5' + 5')
2.15 pm Comfort break
2.30 pm Breakout Sessions
3.00 pm Joint Conclusions

Select a pin or flag and
place it on the mape (just

click, drag and drop)

Alternatively, click on "+"
on the right hand side

and select "Insert icon";
select "location icon" and

colour

- provides an engaging and supportive international and
interdisciplinary forum for critical discussions on theories,
methodologies and ontologies of ageing and technologies
- develops joint projects and publications and other types of
knowledge dissemination
- develops a reputation as a recognizable critical voice for
funders and policy makers working in the interdisciplinary
field of ageing and technology
- enhances education and training opportunities for current
and future Socio-gerontechnology scholars

by organizing annual meetings 
by organizing smaller workshops around dedicated � themes
by publishing a regular newsletter with publications, �
funding oportunities, new projects etc.
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Individual reflections on provocations
& coffee break

Please leave your
comments,
thoughts,

questions on the
provocations.

@socgerontech
#PDasweage

Please leave your
comments,

thoughts, questions,
own provocations.
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first
Welcome to the    International Conversation in Ageing and Technology  

Please feel free to use the boards in any way
that facilitates your discussion and captures

your main points.
Please select one of the

whiteboards for your
break -out session.

Active Aging as Ageism.
Participatory design to grow
old in your own way
from Linda Tonolli

04:15

The Privacy Paradox among
Older Users of ICT

Why do some older users fear exploitation? (the
paranoid type)

Why do some older users feel they have nothing to
hide? (the reckless type)

They have had many bad
experiences in their lifetimes.

Thomas R
4/19/21 2:36 PM (edited)TR

They "will die soon anyway."

Thomas R
4/19/21 2:34 PM (edited)TR

Creating life
stories and
narratives
with older

adults

Older adults were
empoweredto follow

their interests and
goals, - they stepped
out of their role as

elderly person

resourcefulness
and creativity of

people in the
project

Myth of
infirmity

Challenging the idea that
ageing & infirmity are the

same, and the only
legitimate domain for

older peopel to contribute
to

What
assumptions do
we bring about

"older people" in
design?

participatory design
is about the process,
the technologies are
about the result, the
outcome. you need
an iterative process

with small
technology

prototypes in every
fase.

I think this highlights a clear
issue when designing

AgeTech/DemTech. For the
designers and developers, the

person's age/illness is the
focus. It mimises the other

experiences and facets of their
identity that makes up the

texture of their everyday life.

Challenging
dominant

stereotypes
through co-

creative
practices

Older people
being asked

about futures
not always the

past

focus on values
rather than on
the tech itself

How to get them
interested? How
to give assurance

that it is useful
and invaluable

Legacy, memory,
ongoingness

Give people a
tool to imagine
the future from,
to let them (co)-
design their own

future :)

seeing people

Went in as old
people and came
out as our own
people, I love

this. really shows
the power of
codesign to

make people feel
if value

Geezer
Power!!

Creating long
term convivial

relations
through

participatory
design projects

Creating spaces in
design projects where
participants can define

and redefine
themselves is an

incredibly powerful
design
 tool

Design asremembrance(continuity)

√

Challenging
assumption of old

people - and
predominant

images postive /
neegative ageing

aging is
having more

and more
knowledge.

Meaningful and
symbolic objects

√

the future as a
resource for

everyone // ageing
not just for the old

Technology push
by industry is

most probably
the main reason

empower people
to create their

future no matter
how old they are

change the
perspective:
focus on the

future instead
of the past

Difference of goals of
business and elderly

users, also likely
mostly business

focuses  on yonger
users

How to deal with the
issue of "determining"
the elderly/old people

as participants:
"elderly=65/75/85 and

above" (societal
assumption) versus
"old" as contingent

category/ conditional
to various

social/individual
conditions.

Because it is often not the
elderly themselves who buy the
'technology products'. Someone

else is making the decision.

conflicting interests and value

Industry still lacks the
knowledge on how to engage

with technology users, or
potential users. In addition,
this engagement also imply
costs that for some of them

cannot be supported

we  often think
FOR them,

instead of with
them :) that is
such a shame

also, lots of products are mainly
designed for the environment of
elderly: family, caregivers, health
care professionals to make life
easier. instead of empowering

the elderly.

We should focus on the
politics and policy of

participatory design, and
how to inluence it (as
opposed to 'only' the
practice of PD on the

ground)

It's also about
qualitative data. Those
manufactures are big
and quantitative. They

are scared of
unstructured and rich
data that comes from
participative design

Is the problem with projects that
target older people? As tools like
Echo, Alexa become more used
by people of all ages, is there

more scope to adapt thos
Love the idea of

sharing outcomes or
research. this is
something we

reguarily do with
consultation data in

the chatiry sector and
has seen very effective

ive pertnership
wprking and reduction
of repeatingrepeating

work

Does PD work or is it a
buzzword?

Does it depend on the
population (Europe,

Latin America), social
class, etc?

Moving beyond PD as a
plaster... how to make the

already set agenda object of
PD?

How can Technology
assessment and

regulatory
processes integrate

requirements for
PD?

Could you explain how
people change d/t sensors.

Policey Concerns? Topics
and concerns  related to
 Science Communication?
 Collaboration?  How do we
make knowledge travel?

conducting
TRUE PD
difficult
within

constraints
from

funders etc

Technologies need to
consider

physical/cognitive
ability - arthritic

fingers, poor hearing,
dementia, etc.

Large commercial
interests is sure
there is money to
be made from it
but not sure how

joining insights
from different pd

projects to
influence

agendas- YES!

The ambiguity of technology,
it enables us but often it
limits us or others on a

different level, we should
keep that in mind and

empower people to reflect
on this ambiguity

there is a missing
connection between the
'concept designers' and
technology designers.
neither the technology

is wrong or the pd
process, it is about a.
missing connection.

Narratives around
what they do might
differ to what older
people actually do
inprivate spaces,

like anyone under
surveillance

more formative
evaluations

through out the
development

phase

Reconciling
commercial

interests with
person -centric

approaches
older people want more

social connections not more
technology- connects with
An's point re convivality!

technology is
a means to
serve the

outcome of a
pd process

Sensor or monitoring
technologies as
replacement or

formalisation of informal
care practices with e.g.

family, friends

Should technologies for
older people be targeted

ONLY at older people
e.g. lots of GPS tracking
devices for people with

dementia on the market
but what's who with Find
my Friends on iPhone or
android equivalent? Is it

less stigmatising?

Can PD work
when agendas
are already set
by tech corps
and funders?

Targeting
"older"

demographics
as "natural"

development
of an ever

more
digitalized

society (see:
smart home
appliances
and else)?

Tech is focussed
on making life of
a healthcareprof.
or caring family

easier, not
empowering the

elder

or are more interested in
theri own vision that the
insights of old people

look closely at why pd
is used. is it just for

image purposes?

Participatory
design became
one more bullet

point in the
project. It sells,
but maybe not

effectivellt
apllied

Is the video public? I
liked it very much!!

+1

 https://vimeo.com/539170135

John Vines
4/22/21 12:45 PM

JV

I would like that
compost
shredder....

negotiating
agendas - who
has authority?

Totally agree with
Active ageing s a
form of ageism

Puzzling why so much
innovation policy focuses
on fostering active ageing,

when it is already an
ongoing practice, although
different from what policy

makers imagine...
Elderly needs

more
representation

to voice up their
needs, I feel they

are lacking at
this moment

What
assumptions do
we bring about

"older people" in
design?

How do we bring the
participatory design approach
of embracing the "unknown"

result into other academic
disciplines?

Sorry, the same comment as for
Anne's but still very pertinent here!

John Vines
4/22/21 12:46 PMJV

In my fieldsite in
Sao Paulo I

observed older
people can comply
with active ageing

through social
media, but they
use whatsApp
groups to what
they really want

Love the idea of
personal

imaginaries  and
construction of

narratives

What does
"active" mean
and comprise

in this
discourse?

Why is being
"active" always

better?
Praise of
lazyness?

producers rather
than consumers

√
Who do the

dominant concepts of
"active" and

"successful" ageing
serve? Older people,
health organisations,

governmenat,
corperations?

Make room for
uncertainty /

embrace
different

directions

app becomes a
compost

shredder... PD as
critical action! <3

how do these kind
of processes sit
within funders

priorities? what can
we 'promise' or

not?

Ceding power and giving in
to uncertainty...difficult

things to do for
proffessionals

I have a similar experience with the
concept of 'mobilities', similar to
John, interests clash: academic,

industry, caregivers and participants

√

the person's
cultural

background
should be taken

into
consideration

Focus on older
people's agency
and autonomy -

adapt PD to their
self-defined 
needs and
priorities

Change in
mindest about

ageing. The west
views ageing in a

very negetive
way

Uncertain
outcomes of PD -

being more or
truly participant

led

In my field site in
Chile, some active

ageing older adults
look down on not so
active ones: "I'm not
sorry for them, they

are done trying"

Resilient as opposed to
'active' ageing? Active
implies the alternative

is inactive or lazy

They ARE us

We could
problematize the

very notion of
"participation" as

it assumes the
ideal of "active

ageing" as a
something

inherently good

What structures
limit human

agency?

Reinforcing,
aprreciating,

strengthening
skills and

compentencies -
not replacing

them

Love the video of the
person using a spoon
to remove the top of
the can. Genius! It's a

fab reminder that
people are creative

and adaptive
bricoleurs throughout

the life-course.

Spoons vs tin-
cans - a very nice
example of how

people use
"objects against

design"

Is there a fine
line between
technology
supporting

practices, and
imposing

themseves on
people?

Focus on older
people's agency
and autonomy -

adapt
technologies/PD to
their self-defined 

needs and
priorities

I think the electric bike is a good
example of an assistive tool that
does not replace agency: I can
use the motor if I wish, when I
wish. More on some days than
others.

everyday practices of
older people focus -

and how they
themselves are usig

and adapting them in
their everyday lives

How to preview natural
declines of ageing? Loses

of skills and
competences? It is

possible an on-going
process?

Why is security the main
value?

Main value to whom?

Transforming raw materials into
food - the ultimate technology.

Stephen Katz
4/22/21 1:01 PMSK

I think there is also a
lesson about

appropriate everyday
technology too. Some

of those knives
appeared blunt or
inappropriate for

chopping and dicing.

Technologies need to
consider

physical/cognitive
ability - arthritic

fingers, poor hearing,
dementia, etc.

It's important that we
can continue to have
our own ways of
doing things in our
own homes

Why did the
woman dressed
all in blue have

so many scissors
in her kitchen?!

Robots should
complement, not
complicate, the

user's abilities in
relation to the
intended tasks

PD needs to
consider spatial-

material
significance -

objects and places
have symbolic

 meaning

Responsible
Innovation in

practice! :)

Values emerge /
get generated /

change over time

Value at "design
time" vs "use
time" (though

deperating these
is a dodgy claim i

am making
here!)

Values by
design!

As co-creation scales,
enters more

"complex" arenas, can
we treat all voices as

equal? Can all be
heard?

How being
connected was
built as a value
itself/morality?

values as a dynamic
process - continual
re-calibration and

re-visiting
necessary- don't
assume they are

static

Beautifully
Imaginative

woman

Are certain values more
stable than others? i.e.,
the value dissonances
emerging during Covid

Disabling powers of
technologies?

How to think about
values at the point
of design, values of
the 'user', and the

participants'
observations that

technology is
disabling  - tricky.

more values lead
to more user
requirements

Use of technology often
supports the loss of certain
(bodily) abilities - when do

we deem such a loss as
acceptable (in old age).

E.g. writing on computer <>
lack of handwriting training.

Sad to hear that
inclusivity is
done just for

papers not for
the real impact

About ageism, the
concept of being
"intuitive" can be

oppressive as
older people might

end up feeling
they fail if when
interacting with
interfaces that

ignore their needs

In Technology Assessment, two
approaches focus to some

extent on this: Participatory
Technology Assessment and

Constructive Technology
Assessment

Should we also consider
moments when not to

involve users?

The
sustainability of

a project after its
end is still highly

underrated!

PD as a place where
scripts and

translations in
configurations of

imaginaries can be re-
written and critiqued.

What is the
difference between

configuration & 
subjectivation? Is
configuration also
term from practice

theory?

The idea of "user
involvement"
infers inviting
people into

something, a
space of another

Participation can empower?
Who is empowered at the

end? I just loved the question
"participants or partners?"

projects end, funding
end, but the

relationships built
with participants

don't necessary end

"Practical" reasons
to include/exclude

specific
participants

(vulnerability, lack
of access, etc.)

Loved this point - Certain relational
and nuanced configurations e.g.

Intimacy between participants need
to become something ‘quantifiable’

in order to be assigned value.

Very important to consider
not only human, but also

non-human agents as
relevant to the

research/design  process

Do we sometimes use 'age 60+' or
similar as a crude demographic

when we'd be better off
structuring projects around

'people who need...' or 'people
who are interested in...'

How do we configure co-
design projects when we
are working in contexts,

funding  regimes that just
pay lip service to it?

Should we NOT engage
and find other eys of

doing this work?

Designers need to meet elders
where they are. They may be
missing a group who can best use
their co-consturctible products if
they do not.  These folks simply will
not participate.  Need to consider
who participants are and who are
not coming

Athena Mclean
4/22/21 1:31 PMAM

Assumptions we
bring or get
drawn in by

design

Consider the range of users and
particpants.  Aging is varied and the
participatns should be as well.

Athena Mclean
4/22/21 1:33 PMAM

rewards of designing with elderly people is not so
much about what is designed but about the interaction

and the experience of contributing as experts in
something... but project driven interactions have goals,

etc... how to deal with that?

How to design considering needs/values/goals of
different users

I have been working with Industry in a
couple of projects and what they miss is
information on how to engage with end

users.

Maybe useful for some of you is a pre-
standard that soon will be officially out 
"Responsibility-by-design:  guidelines to

develop long-term strategies (roadmaps)
to innovate responsibly"

yeah but
the proof of

the
pudding is

in the
eating

timeframes -
timescales - long term

commitment to co-
design eg Ann's
projects vs Eu

innovation projects?

How can we motivate older
users to engage in

Participatory Design?

thereby I mean: it is
important HOW it is done –
even good methods can be

done bad.

How far are projects actually
participatory if we have already
set many of the parameters?
[I have frequently been asked
this when doing PD projects]

How to increase
awareness of

needs/goals and pain
points of elderly

people

What are barriers to older
people being involved in

design?
Is it the older person not
wanting to be involved or

is it the industry not
wanting to involve them?

in Brazil they are the main target of
scams

marilia duque
4/22/21 1:34 PM (edited)md

Can participatory
design be designed  for
older people? Or at the
end is the same tools

and processes for
everyone?

What kinds of
participatory policy-

making efforts are out
there? And how can
these be linked up

with PD? And then also
used to redefine the

expected
'implications'?

Looking into other epistemologies: indigenous, asian,
and other cultures to approach PD. The idea of SKABE,
is that figure of a wise person that advise communities

I think this highlights a clear issue when designing
AgeTech/DemTech. For the designers and developers, the

person's age/illness is the focus. It minimises the other
experiences and facets of their identity that makes up the

texture of their everyday life, relationships.

How to influence
policy makers to
establish good

practices for elderly
inclusiveness

I think both are pretty related

MIGUEL GOMEZ HERNANDEZ
4/22/21 1:35 PMMH

One challenge is who among the
older population should be
involved.

Athena Mclean
4/22/21 1:36 PMAM

<=

Thin line between being very
considerate of the

needs/demands/desires of elderly
in R&D / PD and in this (implicitly)

denying that they have agency
themselve to actively engage with

R&D/technology? 
(As if they could not

act/speak/care for themselves
against the market/R&D/etc. as

responsible customer)

Older people are PEOPLE first. Their age
does not define their experience

Surprised to see how little we
(designers) discuss potential
users of elder/older people -

usually under 40 years.

Athena - Ethics
of dealing with

ageing and
technology

macro-
political
issues

around PD

what is
inclusiveness and

what is
exclusiveness?
And what is in

between?

A lot of consideration for ageing in a
specific timeframe and certain ability -
different levels of ability within ageing

population. Can we address those
facets? What happens when people

are less able to be independent?
Learning curve for new tech?

Paternalizing people by deciding
one-sidedly "we need to integrate

that group"

Involving older
people from the
start - drawing
on their range
of experiences

being part of
academia

configures us and
our work

Setting the agenda -
who's agenda? Big
tech, governments

Older people already
active - yet perhaps not

active as imagined in
policy.

Missing out on the culture of
ageing. Focus on general process

of ageing, elderly/care homes.
Some countries, like India, places

a greater emphasis on family
care/kinwork with moves to
residential settings seen as

culturally taboo.

COVID-19 pandemic proved useful
ways of integrating technology (to

stay in contact)

Older adults should maintain
their hygiene. Older adults

neglected hygiene?
Sometimes felt patronised.

Potentially limited
understanding of the

circumstances affecting
hygienic practices.

Dissonance between
global/national 'active ageing'

policies and their
enactment/activation in local

contexts.

Has PD lost its
political agenda

in industry
practice?

Tensions between design v.
engineering - focus on

engineering solutions rather
than design options.

PD is about
asking who is in

the room

specialized technology (for
care) vs technology in use

Empowerment of
older people

Seeing ageing as
a political

category, taking
care in using

representation
as a concept

What is the best was
to involve older

people (or who are
the best disciplines to
enage with them\ at

early exploratory
stages of technology

design?

Need to have designers involved
in clinical areas.

A group with preliminary
experience in healthcare

Importance of universal
design.

homogeneity of
ways of

thinking of
older people vs

the
intersectionalit
y of being older

managing diverse interests ....
how do we align diverse
perspectives, agendas,

concerns - and should we?
should we appreciate

differences, or challenge
specific agendas?

How do we bridge
the gap between

older people using
technology and

those who do not?

"Active and healthy ageing"
seen as a engineering

problem, not necessarily a
social problem. Ageing seen as

phenomenon requiring
intervention.

How to select
participants in

co-creative
events?

Should the focus be
on ageing rather than

on older people
themselves? E.g. what

technologies do
'younger people'
want as they age?

want

selection by
convenience?

failiures - learning
from them,

appreciating them,
sharing them

Needs as
impulses for tech

development  -
emergence of

the DYS
community

what do people gain
from "PD" - from

particpating in design?
What are the rewards?
Participation beyond
an Amazon voucher

against
methodisation

participatory
approach, values

and ethos -
drawing on wide-

range of
techniques and

methods

participant
observation has a
role in PD; as do

workshops; as do
interviews - if set

out to directly
shape design

methods adapted
for different

context; no right
way (but probably

"wrong ways")

importance of
keeping tech
simple - avoid
digital divide

pre-assumptions
in terms of

knowledge by he
participants

Thank you for a very
insightful event, being an

outsider to the topic I have
learnt so much! As a

designer I would love to
learn more practical

 principles for designing for
ageing.

Excellent event! Very well
organized. Although I see
the point of criticism of
using the board, I must
say this was one of the
most interactive virtual

events I have attended so
far. And one of the most

relaxing as well. The
music definably played a

role ;)

Apply for the workshop, Frontiers
of Older Humans Computer
Interaction. The deadline is

tomorrow:

 https://olderhcichitaly2021.wordpr
ess.c…

I think this group should consider
creating a Co-Participatory Manifesto,
'how to do it ethically', that could be

used by others, including Industry, as a
reference document.

I need to fly right on the
clock… before this end

wanted to thank you for
having me, this is my first

encounter with the network,
and immediately felt at

home… need to join and get
in the loop with the

newsletter, etc. MANY
THANKS

Thank you everyone - great
discussions and use of the

concept board (even
though I feel like I was very

slow with it!). So good to
take our discussions

forward in the future.- and
to be with like-minded

people

The Manifesto is a really
good idea!!!

Very exciting
conversations. Thank

you all!

Thanks all, really
great session -
will try to make

future ones!

TA does it already in pTA
(participatory Technology
Assessment) and CTA( Constructive
TA)

Maria Maia
4/22/21 2:52 PM (edited)MM
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